
Join renowned author and

psychologist Andrew Fuller as he

helps parents with practical tips 

 on home schooling and shows

them how to get their kids’ mojo

back. He will also help parents

learn to manage the after-effects

of 2020 and 2021 with tips and

information on how to overcome

anxiety in children.

Support your child's learning

and help get their spark back

Alphington Grammar School is

pleased to be able to host

Andrew Fuller, who will

present a webinar on

navigating the effects of home

schooling and lockdowns.

REG I S TER  AT

HTTPS : / /FORMS .GLE / I GKAFZFRAJDZAYRPA

Wednesday 28 July

5.30 pm to 6.30 pm

https://forms.gle/igKAFzfRAjDzaYrPA
https://forms.gle/igKAFzfRAjDzaYrPA


About this event

The cost of this webinar is covered by the School and is open for registrations now.

Home schooling and the uncertainty of 2020/21 have left families feeling anxious and

perhaps a little overwhelmed. Clinical psychologist and family therapist Andrew Fuller

is holding a webinar which is open to every AGS family and empowers parents to guide

their children (and themselves) towards success.

Andrew’s webinar will help parents with practical tips on home schooling and show

them how to get their kids’ mojo back by finding their particular learning strengths and

identifying 10 things highly successful students do to study.

Andrew Fuller combines the latest research from brain science, positive education and

resilience to create strength-based education.

About Andrew Fuller

Andrew Fuller is a clinical psychologist, family therapist, author, speaker and creator of

Learning Strengths™. Andrew has worked with over 3,000 schools in Australia, NZ,

Asia and the UK and with more than 500,000 young people on core elements of

resilience - connect, protect and respect (CPR) and building The Resilient Mindset,

which he defines as "the happy knack of being able to bungy jump through the pitfalls

of life to rise above adversity and obstacles”.  Having worked with people who were at

their last hopes, Andrew has always been inspired in his mission to help people create

futures they can fall in love with. Andrew Fuller is a Honorary Fellow at the University

of Melbourne and has been a scientific consultant for the ABC and a regular presenter

on Radio National.

For more information on Andrew visit 

AndrewFuller.com.au or mylearningstrengths.com

http://andrewfuller.com.au/
http://andrewfuller.com.au/
https://mylearningstrengths.com/

